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Abstract: Metallic materials produce various structural defects in the radiation environment, resulting in serious degradation of material properties. An important way to improve the radiation-resistant ability of materials is to give the microstructure of materials a self-healing ability, to eliminate the structural defects. The research and development of new radiation-resistant materials with excellent self-healing ability, based on defects control, is one of the hot topics in materials science. Compared with conventional coarse-grained materials, nanocrystalline metals with a high density of grain boundary (GB) show a higher ability to resist radiation damage. However, the mechanism of GB's absorption of structural defects under radiation is still unclear, and how to take advantage of the GB properties to improve the radiation resistance of metallic materials remains to be further investigated. In recent decades, atomistic simulation has been widely used to study the radiation responses of different metals and their underlying mechanisms. This paper briefly reviews the progress in studying radiation resistance mechanisms of nanocrystalline metals by employing computational simulation at the atomic scale.
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1. Introduction

Radiation-induced defects in materials lead to serious degradation of material properties during radiation that can ultimately cause the material to fail. In the radiation environment, vacancies and interstitial atoms are the primary structural defects when energetic particles collide with materials [1]. These defects may subsequently evolve into microstructural flaws, such as voids, stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT), and dislocation loops, etc. [2–9], leading to macroscopic degradation of the performance of the material [10]. The ability of a material to resist radiation damage is determined by how well the microstructure can remove vacancies, interstitial atoms, and their clusters [3]. Much research has been devoted to understanding and controlling the behavior of structural defects to design materials that can withstand these harsh environments [11–20]. It has long been known that grain boundaries (GBs) can serve as defect sink for absorbing and annihilating radiation-induced point defects and traps for helium [21–24]. Therefore, nanocrystalline materials, which contain a high density of GBs, have demonstrated enhanced radiation tolerance compared to large grain counterparts under certain conditions. For conventional metals, interstitial defects caused by radiation quickly move to the surface and cause swelling, as shown in Figure 1a. Vacancy defects slowly agglomerate, forming immobile voids that impede dislocation motion and cause hardening and embrittlement of the material. In nanocrystalline metals, GBs occupy a high proportion of volume, as shown in Figure 1b. Interstitial atoms can be captured by surrounding GBs, and most vacancies can be removed within the annihilation range of the boundary, leaving a healed crystal, and giving the material good radiation resistance.

The existence of the self-healing ability of nanocrystalline metals means that they can have both excellent mechanical properties and good radiation resistance, which pro-
vides an opportunity for the development of metallic structure materials with excellent comprehensive properties. However, the detailed mechanisms, at the level of the atomic structure of GBs that enable a nanomaterial to be stable in the radiation environment, are only just beginning to be clarified. The exact process by which this happens is not well understood, making it difficult to design the microstructure of materials to optimize their radiation resistance ability. Radiation damage is not an equilibrium phenomenon, which complicates the execution of experiments and the interpretation of the results, because the time and dose dependence of radiation damage is not straightforward [25]. While experiments can provide some indirect insight into the interaction between collision cascades and boundaries, it is very difficult to capture the evolution of structural defects during collision cascades because of the time scale constraints of the characterization methods. Understanding how GB influences radiation damage production necessitates a capability that has an atomistic resolution on the picosecond timescale. As a complement to experiments, researchers are increasingly turning to computer simulation to uncover the atomic-level processes involved.

Facilitated by rapid increases in computational power, atomistic simulation has been used extensively to study the radiation resistance behavior of nanocrystalline materials and great progress has been made in simulating and understanding self-healing mechanisms at an atomic scale. In particular, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been widely used to understand the GB structure and its associated radiation resistance mechanisms because of its advantage at the femtosecond time scale. For example, the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) is a classical MD software package developed by the Sandia National Laboratory [26], which is the most extensively used simulator for studying the properties of metallic materials. Also, recent post-processing technologies such, as visualization tools (AtomEye, OVITO, etc.) [27,28] and structure identification methods (dislocation analysis, Wigner–Seitz defect analysis, etc.) [29,30] provide more information on the atomic scale.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the evolution of self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) and vacancies caused by radiation in (a) conventional material and (b) nanomaterial.](image)

This article presents a brief overview of the recent studies in understanding the radiation resistance mechanism of nanocrystalline metals by atomistic simulations. In Section 2, the interaction between GBs and different types of irradiated defects is reviewed. Simulations of collision cascades near GBs reveal that GBs interact strongly with the cascade, exhibiting a biased absorption capacity for the point defects. GB structure and the absorbed defect content at GBs play a significant role in absorbing defects. While Section 2 focuses on stationary GBs, Section 3 focuses on the interaction between moving GBs and
radiation-induced structural defects, revealing that GB migration is an important self-healing mechanism of materials under radiation. Moreover, some recent experimental studies have reported that nanotwinned metals can exhibit unprecedented radiation tolerance, which renewed the conventional understanding of nanotwinned materials on the alleviation of radiation damage. To illustrate this phenomenon, Section 4 presents atomistic simulations of the interaction between twin boundary and the radiation-induced structural defects. The simulation results provide useful information into how GBs influence radiation damage evolution, providing atomistic insights and the foundation for designing radiation-tolerant nanomaterials.

2. Influence of GBs on Collision Cascade

A collision cascade (also known as a displacement cascade) is a set of nearby adjacent energetic collisions of atoms induced by an energetic particle in a material. If the maximum atom or ion energies in a collision cascade are higher than the threshold displacement energy of the material (tens of eVs or more), the collisions can permanently displace atoms from their lattice sites and produce defects. Radiation damage is measured in “displacements per atom” (dpa)—that is, how often each atom is blasted away from its crystal site. A fusion reactor will produce many hundreds of dpas over its lifetime, which means that each atom in its structure will be removed hundreds of times [4]. Radiation-resistant materials must be capable of self-healing this extent of damage.

In the past 20 years or so, studies on the simulation of irradiated structural defects near material interfaces have shown that GBs have a significant effect on the structural defects caused by collision cascade [31–46]. Sugio et al. [47] conducted the first MD simulation of collision cascades near GBs. They simulated collision cascades with the primary knock-on atom (PKA) energies between 1 and 5 keV, near a $\Sigma 5$ twist GB in Ag, and found that GB interacted strongly with the cascade, preferentially absorbing interstitials over vacancies, resulting in a vacancy-rich damage state in the grain interior. The biased absorption of interstitials has since been confirmed by many other studies and was thought to be a general result (see Ref. [48] and references therein). Samaras and coworkers [31,34] performed collision cascades with different initial energies in various places within the microstructure in a polycrystalline Ni and Fe. They also reported that GBs preferentially absorbed interstitials, leaving a defective structure that primarily consisted of vacancies in grain. The interstitials or interstitial clusters preferentially migrate to the regions of tensile pressure at GB and annihilate excess free volume of GB. In particular, due to the large number of vacancies formed near the GB, they readily form larger vacancy clusters. In bcc Fe, these clusters are void-like vacancy clusters, while in fcc Ni, they are mainly stacking fault tetrahedra (SFTs), due to the lower stacking fault energies in fcc metals. In the simulations of Fe, vacancy clusters containing 35 vacancies were observed, in contrast to the largest clusters observed in single crystals that contained only 5 vacancies [34]. This result proves again that the preferential absorption of interstitial atoms over vacancies by GBs results in more vacancies in the bulk region.

The interaction between GBs and collision cascade-induced structural defects has been investigated using atomistic simulations for different GBs and materials, offering significant insight into how these interactions depend on GB structure. Bai et al. [36] studied the effect of GB structure on the interaction between GB and structural defects in Cu during radiation. They simulated collision cascades near a number of GBs, including tilt and twist boundaries and symmetric and asymmetric boundaries. It was found that the ability of GB to absorb interstitials was strongly related to the structure of the boundary. Among the investigated GBs in their study, the $\Sigma 5$ twist GB absorbed the most interstitial atoms, inducing the formation of SFTs nearby in some cases. The inherent flexibility of the structure of the twist allows it to absorb more interstitials than other boundaries. In addition, they found GBs that have greater thermodynamic interactions with defects lead to the smallest vacancy production, which is the case of the asymmetric $\Sigma 11$ and $\Sigma 45$ GBs, as shown in Figure 2. Smith et al. [38–40] studied Fe by MD simulations and they observed
that boundaries acted as barriers to collision cascades, disrupting focused collision from crossing the boundary plane. In particular, the total number of defects produced in collision cascades near the twist boundary was four times greater than near the tilt boundary, which is consistent with the result in the study of Bai et al. [36]. In the case of the tilt boundary, the defects preferentially accumulated in the “kite” of the structure (a structural unit of geometric morphology of this GB) because of the larger free volume in the middle of the structural unit than in the bulk. The above simulation results indicate that the defect absorption is sensitive to the specific structural features of the GBs. Tschopp et al. [49] used molecular statics and MD simulations to investigate GB sink strength of α-Fe at the nanoscale. The results show that both low- and high-angle GBs are effective sinks for point defects, with a few low-Σ GBs (e.g., the Σ3[112] twin boundary) that have properties different from the rest. The majority of GB sites have larger binding energy for interstitials than vacancies. Therefore, there is an energetic driving force for interstitial atoms to occupy most GB sites over vacancies, and interstitials have about three times greater site strength than vacancies. Additionally, they explored the effect of GB energy, disorientation angle, and Σ designation on the boundary sink strength, and found the strongest correlation occurred between the GB energy and the mean point defect formation energies.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** (a) Snapshots of an MD simulation of a collision cascade near a Σ11{131} symmetric tilt GB at 300 K. The atoms are colored by their potential energy. The atoms are colored by their potential energy. Atoms with energies less than 3.43 eV are removed to highlight the structural defects. (b) The number of interstitials and vacancies surviving in the bulk region near four types of GBs after 4 keV collision cascades at 300 K. The numbers are relative to the number of Frenkel pairs produced in equivalent cascades in single crystals. The symbol colors represent the following: blue—vacancy numbers for PKAs initiated in the lower grain; red—interstitial numbers for PKAs initiated in the lower grain; purple—vacancy numbers for PKAs initiated in the upper grain; green—interstitial numbers for PKAs initiated in the upper grain. Reproduced with permission from Refs. [4,36]. Copyright 2021 American Physical Society.

Simulations revealed that the sink ability of GBs for interacting with point defects is not only influenced by the intrinsic property of GB but also depends on the radiation conditions through the absorbed defect content at the boundary. That is, the damaged (irradiated) boundaries interact with defects in a different way than the pristine (unirradiated) boundaries. With the change of defect content at GB, the interaction between GB and nearby defects and the annihilation rate of defects also changes, thus affecting the sink efficiency. In particular, the thermodynamic interaction of defects with damaged boundaries tends to be both longer ranged and energetically much stronger than that with pristine boundaries.
For example, by performing a temperature-accelerated MD simulation, Bai et al. [4] showed that GBs firstly capture the radiation-induced interstitial atoms after collision cascades, leaving the abundant vacancies in grain. Then, the excess interstitial atoms on GBs escape back to grains and combine with nearby vacancies, thus promoting the vacancy–interstitial recombination. The “absorption–emission–recombination” process is illustrated in Figure 3. There is a much lower energy barrier of the interstitial–vacancy recombination mechanism than that for vacancy migration, which improves the recovery compared with that of vacancy migration to the boundary [25]. The recombination mechanism gives atomic-scale evidence to reveal the good radiation resistance of nanocrystalline metals.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Schematic of the absorption–emission–recombination process during the interaction between GB and the point defects, caused by collision cascades. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright 2021 Clearance Center.

### 3. Dynamic Interaction between GBs and Structural Defects

Previous studies have shown that GB can provide a large energetic driving force for interstitial atoms to segregate to GB, while the mobility of radiation-induced vacancies and their clusters (such as voids and SFTs) is generally lower than that of the interstitial atoms [4,49–51]. In some radiation experiments, the vacancy defects become nearly immobile under a low-temperature condition [52–54], but the annihilation of vacancies is still somehow enhanced by GBs in these experiments, indicating alternative mechanisms (instead of the conventional vacancy diffusion mechanism) that can assist the annihilation of vacancy defects within grain interiors. The understanding of how defects interact with GB at the atomic scale is still progressing [48,55–57]. Atomistic simulations offer an opportunity to study the radiation resistance mechanisms at the atomic scale, as the interstitial–vacancy recombination mechanism described in the last section. However, it is noticed that when experiments or models are used to understand the effect of GBs on displacement damage caused by point defects, boundaries are typically either assumed to be generic in form or static objects with fixed properties during radiation [58]. The actual situation is that various structural defects frequently move under the action of temperature and local stress. For example, vacancies, interstitials, and theirs clusters exhibit a random walk via thermal diffusion mechanism [24,52,59]. Also, nanocrystalline metals with ultrafine grains are very unstable, due to recrystallization and grain growth caused by the migration of GBs [60–65].

Jin et al. [66] present MD simulations of prolonged radiation damage evolution in Cu bicrystals with increasing radiation dose. The SFTs formed by radiation damage cascades show preferential migration to the irradiated GBs. Interstitial-loaded GBs are observed to be dynamically resilient and persistently interact with the SFT, revealing a self-healing response to radiation damage. Figure 4a shows radiation-induced defect clusters and GB evolution in $\Sigma5(210)$ Cu at different doses. At a low radiation dose of 0.001 dpa (two collision cascades at 5 keV), point defects and interstitial-loaded GB were produced. A number of radiation-induced SFTs were formed between GBs at 0.079 dpa. At higher doses of 0.22 dpa, the SFTs do not appear to grow in size and number because they are observed to interact with GBs where they annihilate. Figure 4b shows the SFT annihilation process via interaction with $\Sigma5(210)$ GB. A radiation-induced SFT migrates to the boundary, then
GB becomes locally distorted upon contact. Finally, the SFT is absorbed, returning the distorted GB to a straight profile. The results also show the size effect of GBs on defect annihilation and the defect cluster density shows a drastic drop when the grain spacing is smaller than 6 nm. The simulation work presents a perspective on GB-mediated damage reduction in radiation-resistant nanomaterials via the mechanism of dynamic moving of SFTs into GB.

Figure 4. (a) Radiation-induced defect clusters and GB evolution in $\Sigma 5(210)$ Cu at different doses. (b) SFT annihilation process via interaction with a GB. Atoms are color coded according to their structures (red—hexagonal close-packed (HCP); blue—body-centered cubic (BCC); grey—other structure, face-centered cubic (FCC); atoms not shown). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [66]. Copyright 2021 Clearance Center.

The shear-coupled GB migration has been well determined by experimental observations [62,67–69] and MD simulations [70–72]. In recent computational studies, the dynamic migration of GBs was found to be an important self-healing mechanism of nanocrystalline metals that can effectively remove the radiation-induced structural defects. Zhang et al. [73] examined the interaction between the migrating GB and SFT in bicrystal Cu using MD simulations. GBs were intentionally selected here to represent both the high-angle GBs and the low-angle GBs, including the $\Sigma 5(310)$, $\Sigma 5(210)$, $\Sigma 37(750)$, and $\Sigma 61(650)$ GBs. The results show that GB can migrate along a direction perpendicular to the boundary plane under shear stress. The efficiency of GB absorbing SFT is sensitive to the structural characteristics of GB. Figure 5 shows the snapshots of interactions between GBs and the preexisting SFT at 10 K. For $\Sigma 5(310)$ GB and $\Sigma 5(210)$ GB, the SFT annihilated gradually into the boundary plane as the GB migration progressed, and it was eventually absorbed by the GB, leaving behind a defect-free area. In the case of $\Sigma 37(750)$ GB, the SFT can also be destructed by the sweeping GB, but the annihilation or absorption of the SFT was incomplete, causing the remaining part of SFT to be broken down into several mono-vacancies or small vacancy clusters. For $\Sigma 61(650)$ GB, when the GB passes through, the configuration of SFT does not change, essentially. The simulation results obtained at the extremely low temperature indicate that the GB structure can play a significant role in the removal of SFT. That is, the high-angle GBs show a strong ability to annihilate the SFT, while the sink efficiency for
absorbing SFT of the low-angle GBs is relatively weak or even is not evidenced. However, the increase of temperature can facilitate the collapse of SFT at the low-angle GB [73].

Zhang et al. [74] further studied the interaction between dynamic moving GBs and nano-voids. The simulation results show that the migrating GB can be pinned to voids, freely traversed voids, or dissolved voids in the process of their interaction. At low temperatures, the voids show an obvious drag effect to GB motion, which is different from the result of the GB–SFT interaction [73]. The retarding pressure applied to the migrating GB by a void was found to be closely related to the surface area of the void, the degree of contact between GB and void, and GB energy. The increase of temperature can effectively reduce the resistance of void to GB movement and promote void absorption by GB. By investigating the thermal stability of a void at the stationary GB, it was found that the dissolution of voids at a moving GB cannot be attributed solely to the thermal diffusion mechanism. The dynamic migration of high-angle GBs can significantly accelerate the dissolution time of the void. Figure 6 illustrates the dissolution mechanism of a void at the migrating Σ5(310) GBs during their interaction. Atomistic analysis indicated that the migrating GB rearranged the atoms on the void surface by the collective motion of structural units, as outlined by the solid lines on GB. The yellow atoms were relocated from the surface of the void into lattice structure after the GB passed, resulting in the shrink of the void. The structural transformation occurred at GB during its interaction with the void, which provides an efficient diffusion channel for transporting the vacancies that absorbing from the void.
4. Self-Healing Mechanism of Nanotwinned Metals under Radiation

Nanotwinned metals can exhibit good physical properties (high conductivity and thermal stability) and advanced mechanical properties (high strength and good ductility) [75–77]. However, it has long been accepted that the nanotwinned metals have weak radiation resistance because they contain mostly coherent twin boundaries (CTBs), which are considered ineffective sinks for the radiation-induced crystal defects [35,36,78]. Recently, in situ studies have reported that nanotwinned metals (e.g., Cu and Ag) can also exhibit unprecedented radiation tolerance, and unexpectedly, self-healing of the twin boundaries in response to radiation was observed [79–81]. While these experimental findings renewed the conventional understanding of nanotwinned materials on the alleviation of radiation damage, the underlying atomic mechanisms are not clear yet.

Jiao et al. [82] studied the radiation response of nanotwinned Cu by MD simulation, and compared the ability of GBs and twin boundaries to absorb irradiated structural defects. The simulations reveal that GBs can serve as excellent sinks for radiation-induced point defects, but coherent twin boundaries (CTBs) are poor sinks. As shown in Figure 7, the structural integrity of CTBs remains intact as radiation-induced defects pass through them and ultimately get absorbed into GBs. The authors concluded that twin boundaries can only enhance the strength and ductility of nanotwinned metals but have a limited role in radiation resistance. Although the key mechanisms associated with twin boundaries observed in this study are consistent with some experimental findings, the simulation results do not explain the experimental phenomenon that twin boundaries lead to reduced point defect density and smaller defect clusters. Wu et al. [83] simulated multiple collision cascades of nanotwinned Cu with different twin spacings. They analyzed the microstructural evolution in the nanotwinned Cu during the collision cascades and found that the smaller size of defect clusters and lower defect density is seen in the nanotwinned Cu with smaller twin spacing. Also, it was found that a number of defect clusters could be removed via their frequent interactions with the coherent twin boundaries during the collision cascades, which induces either the migration of CTBs or the healing of CTBs.

Figure 6. (a–f) Atomic view of interaction between the migrating Σ5(310) GB and a void at different simulation time. The atoms on the void surface are colored in yellow and the structural units are outlined by the yellow solid lines. Atoms are color coded according to their structures (blue—FCC; red—other structure). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [74]. Copyright 2021 Clearance Center.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the perfect CTB structure may be changed by radiation-induced SIAs. The frequent distortion of CTBs observed in the irradiated nanotwinned Ag may confirm this hypothesis [81]. The structural changes of CTB might change its ability to absorb irradiated structural defects and improve its self-healing ability. Based on their experimental results, Li et al. [81] proposed a mechanism of the distortion and self-healing of CTBs, as illustrated in Figure 8. A small interstitial loop was generated by radiation near a CTB (a1). As the interstitial loop grows, its stress field may be large enough to deform the adjacent CTB (a2), forcing it to bend rightwards. Meanwhile, the atoms at CTBs rearrange themselves to accommodate the shape variation. The absorption of the interstitial loop by the CTB creates an interstitial-rich puddle locally (a3). The newly captured interstitials on the CTB could be highly mobile. The formation of two SFTs near the CTB prompts the interstitials to rapidly redistribute themselves along with the CTB into two smaller puddles right next to each SFT (b1). The annihilation of interstitials with SFTs leads to the gradual self-healing of the CTB (b2, b3). Figure 8 logically presents a radiation resistance mechanism of CTB based on
The simulation results give a good explanation for the recent experimental results and provide further support for the design of radiation-tolerant nanotwinned materials.

As discussed above, the generally assumed perfect CTBs may usually have imperfect structures in real materials. To shed light on the unusual radiation resistance mechanism of nanotwinned metals, Zhang et al. [91] studied the dynamic interaction between twin boundaries and some typical radiation-induced structural defects by long-term MD simulations. Differently from the previous simulation models, which generally assume perfect CTBs to study their mechanical and physical properties, they considered the defective CTB structures containing either incoherent twin boundary (ITB) segment or interstitial atom clusters, which can better represent the real structure of CTB in materials, as shown in Figure 9a,c. Based on the simulations, two possible self-healing mechanisms of nanotwinned metals to absorb the radiation-induced point defects are proposed. In the first simulation case, while a perfect CTB is ineffective for absorbing SFTs, a defective CTB structure containing ITB segments can provide a preferential site and diffusion channel to remove them. The absorption process of the point defects can be accelerated by the migration of ITB, as shown in Figure 9b. The second simulation case indicates that CTBs absorb SIAs preferentially over vacancies, and the SIAs exist on CTBs in the form of dislocation loop-like interstitial atom clusters. The SIA clusters on CTBs can subsequently provide absorption sites that favor the annihilation of vacancy clusters inside grains, as shown in Figure 9d. This self-healing mechanism of the twin interface is very similar to the process that is illustrated in Figure 8. Atomistic simulations have clearly shown that the defective structure of CTB is closely related to the ability to act as a sink for radiation-induced defects. The simulation results give a good explanation for the recent experimental results and provide further support for the design of radiation-tolerant nanotwinned materials.

Figure 8. Schematics of the distortion and self-healing of a coherent twin boundary (CTB). (a1–a3) twin boundary captures interstitial atoms and becomes distortion. (b1–b3) twin boundary captures vacancies and becomes self-healing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [81]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
5. Summary and Outlook

Radiation damage of metals has long been a hot topic in the field of materials. Nanocrystalline metals have attracted extensive attention from material scientists because of their excellent radiation resistance. Progress has been made in the research of the radiation resistance mechanism of nanocrystalline metals in recent years. In this review article, the studies of radiation resistance and the self-healing mechanism of nanocrystalline metals by computational simulation is introduced. Simulations of interaction between GBs and collision cascades reveal that GBs exhibiting a biased absorption capacity of the interstitial atoms over vacancies. The sink ability of GBs for interacting with point defects is not only influenced by the intrinsic properties of GBs (e.g., GB structure and GB energy) but also depends on the radiation conditions through the absorbed defect content at the boundary. Simulations of dynamic interaction between GBs and structural defects reveal that GB migration is an important self-healing mechanism of materials under radiation, which accelerates the dissolution of the radiation-induced point defects and their clusters. Simulations of interaction between twin boundary and some typical radiation-induced point clusters (such as SFT and void) explained why nanotwinned metals can also exhibit unprecedented radiation tolerance, indicating that the defective structure of CTB plays an important role in the alleviation of radiation damage of the nanotwinned metals. The results of MD simulations provide atomistic perspectives and fundamental understandings for the design of radiation-resistant nanomaterials. However, there are still many scientific problems to be solved by future research.

Simulation results provide useful insight into how GBs influence radiation damage evolution, but most of the previous studies focused on the simple symmetric GB structures, which is far from the complex morphology of GB structure in real materials. More GBs with general structural characteristics should be used as research objects to explore new regularities in future modeling and simulation work. In addition, besides GBs, there are other sinks in any given material that will also influence radiation damage production. Surfaces, interfaces, and dislocations can all play similar roles. The study of these defect sinks is also important for advancing the understanding of the radiation resistance mecha-
nism of nanomaterials. In situ experiments and combined computational simulations are effective research methods.

The excellent radiation resistance of nanocrystalline metals is due to their smaller grain size and larger GB volume fraction. However, an important characteristic of nanomaterials is poor structural stability and easy to grain growth, especially under the condition of temperature rise. Most of the radiation environment will encounter medium–high temperatures, so questions of how to keep the structural stability of nanocrystalline metals in the radiation environment and continue its excellent anti-radiation performance, remains to be further studied. For example, GB segregation of alloying elements is one of the strategies for improving the structural stability of nanomaterials. The computational simulation method can provide abundant information for this research plan.

The high strength and good tensile toughness of nanotwinned metal make it one of the promising candidate materials for future engineering application. Also, recent experimental and computational simulations show that twin boundaries with specific structures also have the ability of self-healing from radiation damage. Therefore, the computational simulation-aided microstructure design is expected to realize the simultaneous improvement of mechanical properties and radiation resistance ability of nanotwinned metals. Moreover, materials scientists have successfully explored a variety of methods for the synthesis of bulk nanocrystalline metals in the past decades. The above research provides an opportunity for the design and preparation of nanocrystalline metals with excellent comprehensive properties and the realization of nuclear industry application.
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